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Reverend shook his head and said, “Most of the enterprises have no explicit 

relationship with each other,” 

“As well as with the vice governor, moreover, each enterprise is not all our 

people,” 

“We don’t have that many grassroots personnel,” 

“But the people openly in charge of each enterprise are all descendants of the 

Cavalry Guards.” 

“The descendants of the Cavalry Guards?” Charlie pursued, 

“Why are they descendants of the Cavalry Guards?” 

Reverend replied, “Because the Cavalry Guards were all promoted up from the 

dead soldiers who performed well and even had merits,” 

“So the Warriors Den, in order to make these Cavalry Guards feel more 

superior psychologically,” 

“Compared to the dead soldiers, especially allowed them to let their third 

child,” 

“Break away from the Cavalry Guards’ identity after every three children they 

had.” 

“Leaving the identity of Cavalry Guards means that this offspring can grow up 

without practicing martial arts,” 

“But receive formal education within the Warriors Den from a young age,” 



“And it is the basic education where the person is, such as Turkey is four years 

of elementary school,” 

“Four years of middle school, and four years of high school,” 

“That child’s elementary and middle school content, are learned within the 

Warriors Den,” 

“After getting legal status in high school, in Turkey Local public high school 

study,” 

“And then the normal examination for university, after graduating from 

university,” 

“They can directly go through the channels of social recruitment into our 

closed-loop enterprise work,” 

“And gradually be trained to become the successor of different enterprises.” 

Charlie asked him, “Why are they sent out to study only in high school?” 

Reverend replied: “Children who are too young lack self-restraint,” 

“Let them go to social schools to study, it is easy to speak more mistakes,” 

“So there will first be internal education for them while teaching them,” 

“While their parents constantly give them to strengthen the sense of secrecy,” 

“After the children began to go out to high school, they will start to give them 

drugs,” 

“So that they also have a strong poison in their bodies in order to ensure 

control.” 



The first is that they do not need to practice martial arts hard,” 

“The other is that they do not need to take the antidote once a week, but once 

every six months,” 

“Just like me, and if they study well and do have real talent,” 

“After taking over the business in the future, they can be white-collar elite,” 

“Or even well-known entrepreneurs in a society where living conditions are 

much better than those of the Cavalry Guards.” 

When Charlie heard this, he couldn’t help but realize it. 

In this way, it seemed that his aunt, as well as her family, should not be 

considered high-end members in the Warriors Den, 

And most likely they were also the descendants of Cavalry Guards, 

Only that they had the opportunity to live a normal life in the real world. 

Thinking of this, Charlie asked Reverend: “During your years in the Warriors 

Den,” 

“Have you ever heard of the Warriors Den sending people into society and 

then deliberately letting that person get close to a particular person and marry 

them,” 

“Making them become undercover agents planted by the Warriors Den on the 

other side?” 

“I have heard of it.” Reverend nodded and said, “This kind of thing is very 

normal,” 

“After the children of the Cavalry Guards are sent into society,” 



“The Warriors Den will set up a point system for them,” 

“As long as they create contributions for the Warriors Den to be able to 

increase the points,” 

“The greater the contribution, the more points;” 

“If the points can reach a certain level, then they will be able to use the points 

to bail one of their family members out of the Cavalry Guards;” 

“If they continue to make significant contributions, then they can even bail out 

all their loved ones,” 

“Once their family is bailed out, then their family members don’t have to do 

anything,” 

“They can regain their freedom to a certain extent, as long as they don’t 

threaten the safety of the Warriors Den,” 

“They can go wherever they want and do whatever they want,” 

“But the poison in their body can’t be solved, they can only take the antidote 

from once a week, upgraded to once every six months.” 

“If the contribution is big enough, they can even redeem themselves, and after 

the redemption,” 

“The Society will give them a generous amount of money to let them and their 

families take care of themselves,” 

“But it’s still the same premise, not to threaten the safety of the Society while 

taking the medicine regularly.” 

Here, Reverend added: “Because of this mechanism in place,” 



“Every Cavalry Guard will try to have three children or even multiples of three,” 

“And every child sent to study will be instilled with a great sense of 

responsibility by their parents and older siblings from an early age,” 

“So that they realize from an early age that they are responsible for changing 

the fate of the whole family,” 

“So that almost all of these children are academic talent,” 

“As soon as they enter society is the elite class, these people marry high-ups 

only,” 

“Maybe which billionaire’s offspring are from the Cavalry Guards you don’t 

know.” 

“However, the descendants of these Cavalry Guards in the Warriors’ Den, there 

is a special term, called a scholar.” 

Charlie couldn’t help but laugh dumbly and asked him, 

“It’s the ancient scholar who took the imperial examination?” 

“Right.” Reverend said, “The ancients said that no one asked under the 

window for ten years,” 

“And once you become famous, the world knows, whether it is the ancient 

scholar,” 

“Or the scholar of the Warriors Den, they are all trying desperately to change 

their lives and achieve class crossing by studying and taking exams.” 

Charlie nodded gently, thinking: “I originally thought that my uncle’s better 

half must have been a Cavalry Guard offspring,” 



“But according to him, the probability is of a ‘scholar’,” 

“The probability is to study hard for more than ten years,” 

“Carrying the mission of rescuing the whole family, was arranged into a certain 

university to approach uncle……” 

“Moreover, she could successfully marry into the An family,” 

“Enough to prove that she is definitely at the top of the group of ‘scholar’.” 

Thinking of this, Charlie also could not help but have some chills on his back. 

Although the Warriors Den is not known, but in fact has already laid its own 

forces everywhere in the world, 

And has long since completed the penetration of high society. 

God knows how many of those global tycoons on the Forbes rich list are 

actually the other half of this organization’s “scholar” only. 

Moreover, even if a “scholar” is married to the world’s richest man, 

The Warriors Den can still achieve absolute control over her through the 

poison in her body and her family, 

As well as the antidote in their own hands. 

Moreover, this control chain has formed a closed loop, flawless, and 

unbreakable …… 

 


